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In this note, we prove that every "bre space of an irreducible sympletic manifold with projective
base is a Lagrangian "bration.
Theorem 1. Let X be an irreducible symplectic manifold and f :XPB a xbre space with projective
base B. Then f is a Lagrangian xbration, that is, a general xbre of f is a Lagrangian sub-manifold.
Remark. Beauville proves that a Lagrangian "bration is a complete integrable system in [2,
Proposition 1]. Thus, a general "bre of a "bre space of an irreducible symplectic manifold with
projective base is a torus.
Remark. Under the assumption that B is a KaK hler manifold, we can obtain the same result.
However since there does not exist any global holomorpic n-form on X which comes from lower
dimension manifold, h2,0(B)"0. Thus this assumption is the same to assume B is projective.
Remark. Markushevich states in [4, Remark 3.2] that there exists an irreducible symplectic
manifold which has a family of non-Lagrangian tori. But this family does not form a "bration.
Proof of theorem. Let u be a non-degenerate two form on X, u6 a conjugate and F a general "bre of
f. If we replace the ample class A in the proof of [5, Theorem 2] with a KaK hler class we can obtain
dim F"n, where dim X"2n. In order to prove that F is a Lagrangian sub-manifold, it is enough
to show
P
F
u’u6 An~2"0,
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where A is a KaK hler class on X. Let H@ be an ample divisor on B and H :"fHH@. Then
P
F
u’u6 An~2"c(uu6 An~2Hn),
where c is a nonzero constant. We shall show uu6 An~2Hn"0. By [3, Theorem 4.7], there exists
a bilinear form qx on H2(X,C) which has the following properties:
a
0
qx(D,D)n"D2n D3H2(X,C).
We consider the following equation:
a
0
qx(u#u6 #sA#tH,u#u6 #sA#tH)n"(u#u6 #sA#tH)2n.
Calculating the left-hand side, we obtain
a
0
(qx(u#u6 )#s2qx(A)#2sqx(u#u6 , A)#2tqx(u#u6 , H)#2stqx(A,H))n.
Since u3H0(X,)2
X
) and A, H3H1(X,)1
X
),
qx(u#u6 , A)"qx(u#u6 ,H)"0
by [1, TheH oreHme 5]. Thus we can conclude that uu6 An~2Hn"0 by comparing the sn~2tn term of
both hands sides. h
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